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Action Delayed j
By Student Y
On Red Prof
The Student Y postponed action
on whether or not fispinisbr a
speech by Dr. Herbert Phillips,
former professor of philosophy at
the University of Washington and
self-admitted communist sympathizer. A decision will be reached
at a cabinet meeting Thursday.
. Dr. Phillips was discharged from
the Washington faculty because. of
his red viewpoints. He requested
permission to speak to San Jose
State college students but such a
request was vetoed by the student
council.
The hot-potato was tossed into
the Student Y’s lap when it was
suggested that an off-campus organization could sponsor him,
Other action that had fo be cancelled momentarily because of the
delayed meeting were plans for a
Retreat which will be held for all
interested
students at Monte
Toyon in the Santa Cruz mountains November 18, 19 and 20.
The Asilomar conference scheduled for the last week in Deccmbey was also tabbed for the agenda
last night. Action on all three
measures will be taken when the
organization meets tomorrow.

SJSC Registers
Last; Vets to Get
‘Chow’ Checks Late
A letter explaining the delay, in
mailing subsistence allowance
cheaics to veterans was received by
Miss Edith Graves of the college
Veterans office recently.
Mr. Robert P. Shields, manager
of the Regional office of the Veterans Administration, explained:
"The relatively late receipt date
of subsistence checks is due to late
--imhmlasion of ’enrollment, documents to the Regional office. Applications are processed on a "first
conic first served" basis. The dates
of payment are contingent upon
registration date and early submission of veterans applications".
San Jose State college was one
of the last schools to register students this fall. The letter continued:
"Of paramount assistance to us
last year was the effective manner in which you were able to dissuade veterans from writing In to
the Regional office and lodging
complaints of delay in receipt of
checks.
"In past years such correspondence and complaints actually constituted the greatest single source
of delay in processing veterans
subsistence allowances.
"A- dozen or more applications
Cap be routinely processed in the
time that is required to trace down
and answer a single complaint.
"Writing to the Veterans adminktratIon will actually delay the
routine processing of claims."
Miss Graves asks that veterans
refrain from inquiring about the
checks in the college office.
"We are doing all we can to see
that the checks come through.
That is all we can do.
The schedule Is fixed by the regloom office and cannot be altered
for individual cases," she said.
Meanwhile veterans attending
State under the GI. Bill are feeling the "pinch". Part time jobs are
at a premium and the college loan
fund is sorely overtaxed.

:fhe Devil In ,‘Faust’

Dick Pritchard Announces
’Roaring Twenties’ Theme
For February Production
Soph Ciiiidt
MeetsTonight
The sophomore class council
will meet today at 4 o’clock in the
Morris Daily auditorium, according to publicity director Cliff
Majersik
.
On. the agenda ’will be the appointment of various committees
and committee chairmen, and the
adoption of a new time and. place
for meetings.
Newly elected sophomore class
officers are: Dick Vaum, president; Bill Watts, vice-president:
Walter Mueller. treasurer: and
Betty Ishimatsu, secretary.
}resident Vaum has_suggested
dividing the council into specified
committees,
tilos giving each
member a definite job and allowing each to contribute there to
class events.

Mephistopheles (Jim Jensen) caousiy ignores the Pleadings of
Martha (Shirley Wilber) in Goethe’s ’Faust’, opening, tomorrow
night in the Little Theater. The play runs through November 17. An
extra performance of "Faust" will be presented to the convention
members of the Western Speech Association, Nov. rt
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The rule that words are not
spelled as they sound was
proved by a letter received recently by the Registrar’s office.
Sent by the High School Guidance department of Winona.
Minn., the letter was addressed
"Sanhossay
conspicuously
to
State College, Sanhossay, California."

IRC to Discuss
Recent Talk
International
Relations
club
members will discuss Mrs. Gladys
Walser’s recent’ talk on "An Approach to Peace in the United Nations’’ this afternoon at 3:30 in
room 7, according to Dr. George
Bruntz, adviser.
All interested students are invited to attend, Dr. Bruntz said.

UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP

Steel Companies Near Peace
Republic Steel, and Jones &
Laughlin have reached agreements
with CIO Steelworkers to bring
closer the end of the 40 day old
steel strike. Bethlehem WA S the
first steel company to reach a
final agreement. Number one steel
producer, U. S. Steel, is the only
large firm left to sign with the
USW.
Secretary of Agriculture Charles
F. Brannon blamed inadequate
price supports for the decline In
milk consumption. He said that
milk consumption in many cities
has decreased shace 1947.
At Lake Success, United Nations observers predict that an appeal to ’all countries will be made
to surrender national sovereignity
for breaking the East-West atomic
energy control deadlock. ’
Carlos P. Rbmitio, president of
the United Nation’s general assembly, mays that "the two camps
into which the world is divided"

Dr. M. F. Reitzel
To Address Club

Dr. Marques F. Reitzel, Art departfnent head, will speak tomorrow to the Hollister Woman’s club,
according to program chairman,
Mrs. R. D. Nolte.
Dr. and Mrs. Reitzel will be
guests of the club at its weekly
luncheen meeting in Hotel Holland;Hollister.
Slides showing California coast
Santa Clara and Livermdre ValleysOccasional light rain today. line landscapes will be used by Dr.
Reitzel to supplement his speech.
Little change in temperature.

LightRain - UP

,f4mber 25

’540 Boy’ Named
Revelries Head
By SB Council

!must end the cold war or perish.
IHe thinks that both sides must
accept the fact that this planet is
too small for two powers armed
with ’atomic bombs and biological
weapons.
Carl ’Traverman. Montana Mining association secretary, has recommended a free gold market! In
a panel discussion with other
western governors this was one of
his remedies for the state of "stagnation" that mining is in. Subsidies, more venture capital, and a
revision of the tax structure were,
other remedies suggested in his
program.

AV’S Presents
’Flapper Haze’
In Gym Tonight
Associated Women Students will
present "Flapper Daze." annual
AWS party at 7:30 tonight. The
"Jinx" will take place in the Mksifs
gym, and all women students may
attend for 10 cents. ’according to
AWS President Marilyn Zeller.
Miss Zeller urges all women to
wear pedal pushers or jeans.
According to Miss Zeller, tickets
foli the affair may be purchased
today at the Library arch, or tonight at the door. Refreshments
will be served and games and skits
will entertain the girls.
.

PE Dept. Gets
New Projector

New Athletic Award
System Given Council
By P.E. Department
Dick Pritchard, senior biological
science major from Santa Clara
and member of the fabulous "540
Boys", is the new director of Revelries following his appointment
by the student council yesterday.
"The 1950 Revelries will take
place in February and will have as
its theme the "Roaring 20’s’ ", deglares the new-director. "We,will
Use all the college talent that we
can get in sketches and skits with
the central theme connecting them
together."
Pritchard was a member of tho
"AO Boys" on campus for four
)cars, lic put on several talent
shows and productions at Yosemite
tiring- tii summers, The other
two applicants, Wally Wenzel and
"Dusty" Rhole, althdrew their rip’ pilcat:ons before the selection was
iwide by the Reeiries board.
New Member of College, Life
The council also appointed Jackie Thomas to the College Lite
committee. In another action $20
was voted from the general fund
to cover the costot conducting the
-Tag Days" drhe lor
Coinmunity Chest.
The matter of student gambling,
specifiCally related to the sale of
"Football Score Cards" on campus
was brought to the attention of
the council by member Dick Russo.
The case was turned over to the
Student Court for further investigation.
A new athletic award system
Was presented to the council for
approval by Jerry Vroom, Athletic
Manager. The new system, forum lated by the Coaches Staff, calls
for op additional $500 to be added
to the budget for the P.Z. departthent.

the

New System Outlined
In brief the new system calls
for:
11 Freshman honors P navy
blue rayon gaucho shirt (short
A new film projector has been I sleeve, with zipper and with numobtained by the Men’s Physical eral and Spartan Head insignia.
Education department for the
21 First %amity award blue
showing of Spartan foothalL films, coat sweater with standard block
Glenn Hartranft, department head. I (lighter weight material than that
announced yesterday.
which is used now
The projector, a siendard silent.: 31 Seeond varsity award Old
model, was obtained through War ! gold sweater with block letter,
4) Third varsit,.. awardchoice
Surplus by the college three .years
ago. It was formerly used by the I between blue sweater with three
Army Air Force. The projector isi stripes, a ring .or a blanket with
ideal for showing game pictures, ! Spartan desigkon it.
The councirt.oted to table the
due to its rate Of speed. It also
Is equipped to permit the showing measure until next week’s meeting.
of a single slide at a time.

As Things Go, The Blarney Stone Went
SAN FRANCISCO -- (UP)
tomorrow’s electionshelled out Francisco stone aas a piece of the
Who took the Blarney Stone from two hits, children a dime, Or) kiss original stone.
"I have documentary proof my
St. Mary’s Cathedral? And was it the stone.
the Blarney Stone, anyway?
Jim Cummins, custodian of the stone is authentic,- Cummins said.
This proof’ &Insisted of correIt was a real puzzler for San celebrated hunk of limestone, went I
spondence with his cousin’, Pat
’
about
11:30
the
lipstick
to
rub
off
Francisco’s legion of professional
Collins of Cork City, ieight miles
Irishmen and politidans. The 15- p.m.,
"I dismissed the guards as I was from the castle. Cummins asked
pound chunk of rock vanished
for Collins to chip off a piece of
from under the eyes of 500 good about to take the stone home
Jim blarney stone and send it. over.
Irtibmen at a St. Mary’s Cathedral the night," he said. "I left
In , Sure enough. the stone. arrived
bazaar shortly before midnight" Flaherty. a plainclothesman.
airport.
charge’ of it, and there’s where I , here last week at
Saturday.
made my mistake Flaherty turned I "I also got a pictift,, of Pat
And the owner began to have a his back on it for a second. When standing ,in front of the castle
auspjcion that Maybe he hadn’t he turned afound again, it was ’ with the stone in his hand and a
got ’a real Piece of Atone from gone."
cow off to one side eating grass."
Blarney Castle.
Cummins said he thought at; Father John Lally, director of
But whether or not the stone first the theft was a gag pulled by: the church festival, said 4e didn’t
could impart the gift of gab to Flaherty or other local politicians. see what possible use the stone
could be to’anyone.
those who kissed it, the chunk of However, all denied it solemnly.
"But then, if he uses it as inCummins said he was informed
rock earned S472 for the cathednal
ba zaa r. Adultsmany of them the owner of Blarney Castle, tended, he might become talkative
candidates for municipal office in George Colethurst, denied the San enough to give himself away!"
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Student--or Supreme Court?
An interesting by-law recently adopted by the Student Council
and added to the. ASB constitution poses a number of pertinent questions. This by-law is about as vague a ruling that has ever hit a college constitution.
- As the by-law reads now it practically creates a Supreme Court
out of the Student Court. Here it is in its entirety:

ill

cc,

of

"b) Any student placed in custody by clvil or school authorities
shall have his case subject to a review by the Student Court. The
Court shall decide if the conduct of said person is detrimental to the
best interests of the college or not.
I. Any student found guilty of conduct detrimental to the best
interests of the college shall be subject to a fine and/or punishment
determined by the Student Court."
It is the case of "any student placed in custody by civil . . . auth-
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orities" that is the big joker here. Shades of double jeopardy and
double punishment for one crime!
According to this the Student Court is aiming to set itself up as
Big Papa and Mama to every student in the college.
Conceivably, under this by-law, if a married student is arrested

4

local gendarmes for sparring a few rounds with his wife,
downtown
without benefit of boxing gloves, he could be heralded into the Student Court and either deprived of his ASB card or unceremoniously
ejected from the campus.

Sr

by

Or if an adult student is tossed into the city pokey for imbibing
few too many brews he might also find himself blackballed on the
campus by this all-powerful Student Court.,
Just what constitutes "conduct detrimental to the best interests
of the college?" Just where does the campus boundary end and the
city limits start? Whoinell is this august body of legal eagles who can
reach out past campus boundaries and put the finger on wayward students wherever they may commit misdeeds?
This by-law is obviously crying for clarification. A student court
on campus has its merits: but when this court sets itself up as a twentyfour hour guardian of student morals it needs a few restrictions of
its own.
Washington Square and Spartan Stadium are the only two pieces
of real estate allotted to the college by the State of California. Let
site civilian police patrol their own pastures!
a

I STAN’S SLANTS .

. by Sadler
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Showing one of his purebred
chinchillas to Jessie Matheson,
Hollister-born Bob Trimble explains that a coat from the tiny

By HARRY BRITTON
An an avocation, chinchilla
breeding and raising can be profitable and interesting, Bob Trimble nas decided. One of the fascinating facts he has learned since
caring for the furry little animals
is that blue is the most flattering
color to women.

During the war Bob was a Navy
instructor and became interested
in teaching as a career. After discharge he entered college and began to raise chinchillas as a hobby.
From a male and female pair two
years ago the herd has grown to
12 animals.
Chinchillas are a small furry
animal of the rabbit family, Bob
explained to animal , husbandry
students last week. Originally the

Indian Couple Break Custom
FANIA., Fla. ILJP) - A Seminole Indian brave and his pretty
young squaw honeymooning after
marrying in a tradition -breaking
white man’s ceremony because
they didn’t want to wait for the
tribe’s annual "green corn dance"
next June.
Dad county officials believed
that Max Bill Osceola, 20, and
Laura Mae Jumper, 18, who wed
here recently, were the first Seminoles ever to ignorc tribal custom
and obtain a civil marriage license.
The Seminoles, under federal jurisdiction, are allowed to live for
the most part under their own tribal laws. According to Seminole
law, Max and Laura couldn’t have
married until next June, when all
tribal weddings are performed
deep in the Everglade* at the
green corn dance under the "little
moon."

While some 1500 Seminoles,
dressed in their multi-colored native dress, looked on, the couple
was united in a double-ring ceremony.
The bride wore a white
dress with a three-quarter length
veil, and the bridegroom and best
man wore white linen and dark
suits, respectively.
Bowing further to the white
man’s customs, the couple kissed
after the ceremony and were
showered with net as they left
the church.
On the marriage license; Osceola, a Miami parking lot attendant,
listed his birthplace as "somewhere in the Florida Everglades."
W. D. Dehass, a head of the reservation’s Baptist mission, said it
was the first Seminole marriage to
be performed in accordance with
the "white man’s -laws of church
and state."

a top luxury item
priced from $80,000 to $100,000.
The blue-grey chinchilla originally came from the Andes moun-

tains in South America but are
raised commercially in the United States by a small number of
scientific breeders.
photo by Crabbe.

Trimble Raises Chinchillas Fur Fun;
Wee Beasts Prove Profitable Hobby

Bob is at junior industrial arts
and aeronautics student presently
enrolled in Mr. Bocci Pisano’s animal husbandry class. Part of the
quarter course work includes a report to the other class members
on a phase of animal husbandry.

"Wanta go to San Diego for the game?"

animals is

All night long the little fellows
run around the specially constructed cages to get plenty of exercise.
In some ways the chinchillas
mused
are superior to humans,
Trimble. The male helps consiilerably in care of the young although
there are both good and bad parents. However, if he does not recognize theayoung asliis own offApproximately 25 years ago Ca- spring the male proceeds to eat
nada and the United States im- them.
ported the little fellows whose fur
is 80 times finer than human hair.
Yertfl consisting .of timothy !Ito,
Production of pelts is barely large pellets, and flower leak cabbage
enough for the market now and edits $3 it year for each animal.
breeders do not expect an ade- An Jnitial investment of $1000 Is
quate reserve for five years.
necessary to get in business, Bob
suggested, anti Insurance against
Until that time the perfectly acts of God is a necessity. He does
matched fur coats of chinchilla not believe that new policies give
will range from $80,000 to $100,- protection (non atomic bombs.
000 in price, noted Trimble. Even
when wholesale production has
If his avocation does not become
been able to meet market demands a profitable job in the future. Bob
pelts will bring a good return to expects to enter the teaching field.
the breeder for his litre, effort, He is 25, married and lives in San
worry, and expense.
Jose. As a membei of the NationCare of the herd requires ap- al Chinchilla Breeders of Ameriproximately one hour in the morn- ta, Bob attempts to use all of the
ing plus time for feeding and dust- modern ’Scientific breeding mething in the evening, Trimble finds. ods available to improve his herd.
diminutive blue and grey creatures
came from the Andes mountains
in South America. The world supply of pelts was rigidly controlled
by the governments bordering the
Andes but soon the supply dwindled to the point where the animal
is almost extinct in its native environments.

’Deluded Peasant’ Writes
.
Dear Thrust and Parry:
After wiping from my eyes the
tears actuated by Beth Calvin’s
bitter denunciation of the sophomore claim for their disinterest in
the elections just past, I felt it was
high time a lonely voice made itself heard in defense of the ?weaned apathy in local campus politics.
I shall skip over Miss Calvin’s
inane hypothesis that civilization
will crumble unless college students take more interest in campus
activities than they do in passing
examinations. This is so absurd
that it precludes comment. I will
even forego commenting on the
obvious fact that class officers,
and the election of same, serve as
much purpose as nipples on a boar.
Rather, let’s try to take a rational look at the problem.
The blame for the poor showing
of the students at the nomination
assembly and at the polls does
NOT rest solely on the shoulders

of the student body. True, the responsibility for getting the right
candidate nominated is that of the
student -voter. BUT, once the noniinations have been closed IT IS
UP TO THE CANDIDATES
THEMSELVES TO TURN OUT
THE VOTERS! The campus "political campaigns", pot the students,
deserve the epithet of "apathetic."
In suggesting las numerous "Daily editorials, and letters to T and
P have) that every ASB card
holder should vote when he doesn’t know Richard Vaum from Artie Samish is ridiculous.
Until such time as candidates
for student office take enough interest in their own election to
introduce themselves personally to
the electorate (from the soap box,
preferably), 1 suggest that all you
"loyal Spartans" who are bubbling
over with fichool spirit form a "Ivot e d-i n -the-last -election" club
where you can sit around and dismiss the approaching decay of de-

mocracy. Meanwhile, we poor, deluded peasants who came to college merely to get an academic
education can stumble blindly on
our way blissfully unaware of our
ultimate fate.
Richard Jordan, ASB 5513.

Tootable?
Dear Trust and Parry
and Ed Mosher, chairman of
Name -selecting committee
for the Spartan Symbol:
"Soler" Is the surname of Greek
Gods (Zeus) and Greek kings of
good old Sparta. Soler means preserver, according to the mythology
dictionary. It also means saviour.
Suter has been tined in a mythology story as "The Quest for
Truth." This name is surely appropriate; it is formal and ritualistic; it -1N Iihonetle, short glib,
rootab:e, tootahle but not pollut’able (what more). S-O-T-E -R. It
Is not Dick Tracy spelled sideways.
YoursAppropriately.
ASII 973 (minus 0).
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SJS Engineers
Plan to Join
National IRE

SJS Wins Red Feather Doll

With more than 16 student applications signed for membership
as associates of the Institute of
Radio Engineers, plans for a
campus student section are near
completion, said Mr. Harry Eng.
wicht, associate radio professor
yesterday.
Since the governing board of the
Institute meets in New York Nov.
14i all applications must be in the
eastern city by that date, according to Mr. Engwicht. He urges
all students interested in the
group to contact him in his Science
department office, S111.
Requirements for the associates
include science or, engineering as
a major field and an interest in
radio engineering. Members receive the official monthly magazine, Proceedings of the Institute
of Radio Engineers.
Dr. F. E. Terman, dean of the
Stanford university engineering
school, is a past president of the
IRE and has volunteered to aid
the SJS group, commented Mr.
Engwicht.

by Bob Johnston
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The American college woman
speaks:
Without my college education I
would be a different person."
This and many other comments
are the result of a questionnaire
netting 30,000 answers from membets, of the. American Association
of University Women as to the
value of their college education in
later life. San Jose State college
graduates and students participated in the survey.
Results of the recently released
AMIN survey revealed two suggegghtis:for:impeovement.
Education Should Be Useful
First, that college education
shottld consist Of raining and experience which are closely related
to life after college, and can be
used in some way -"not necessarily in a vOcafional sense, but used
for understanding the world in
which one lives, for increasing
one’s enjoyment, or one’s ability to
communicate with and understand
others."
’Second, that college education

Ii
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*AA Bowling Club: Meets at
San Jose Bowl, 3:30 p.m.
Announcement: Will the following please come to Graduate Man.ager’s office by Thursday for pictures: Philip Ward, Don Schaeffer,
John Jacobsen, Dianne Hutchinson, Johnny Fuller, Joyce Dalton,
Betty Brisbane, and Guthieney
August Jr.
Gamma Pi Epsilon: Meets in
Student Union, 8 p.m. Open house.
Chl Pi Sigma: Meets at fraternity house,. 7 p.m. Business meeting.
Associated Women Students:
Business meeting, 4:30 p.m. in
room 24.
Psi Chi: Meeting in room 116,
3:30 p.ni.
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we Specialize in

Student Banquets and
Birthday Parties

Successful meeting of San Jose State college’s quota in the recent
Community Chest drive brought the college the award of a "Red
Feather" doll. Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie, the college’s president, is
shown here presenting the emblem to ,ASH President Don Schaeffer. The college quota was filled during an intense campaign following a slow’ start.

Lyke Stories Due

should be broad and flexible
enough to stimulate the maximum
development of each individual,
preparing each in the fullest way
possible for life after college.
AAUW members were asked to
comment on two questions: "In
what way do you feel that your
college education is of value in
your life today?" and "In the light
of your later experiences, what
kinds of improvements or changes
would you suggest ?..
’ College Is Valuable
Opinions as expressed by the
survey participants as a group.
show that college is -considered
valuable in almost every aspect
of life.
Among the comments were:
college .eduentian is tiflme7=
thing that nobody can take away
from youit is the, sheet, to. tpe
windward, the anchof in a storm"
"It makes me a better’inother:"
"It is essential for my ’work."
Suggestions for improvements
included: "A course in .child care
with real children would have been
more helpful than. reading Chaucer."

"Deadline for stories and
poems for Lyke is 4 p.m. tomorrow", Editor Lew Bell announce .
"
trants with late stories
hirisId keep their material from
600-1200 words," Bell says. "It
is preferable that both the
poems and stories be interesting
or unique ratheNthan literary."
The magazine -will go on sale
Dec. 12.

Prof. Sweeney
Inspects LTC
Education Unit

Dr. William G. Sweeney, professor of education, Was’
mernber of the Accreditation committee that.. in,spected t he University
of California’ iedileaticin departMent, Nov. 2, 3 and 4th.
The Accreditation commitieeof
the State Department of Education is a committee selected by
that department for the inspection
of institutions offering teaching
credentials. The committee is dissolved after each tour of survey
and a new one appinted for the
next college to be reviewed.
The committee makes suggesTrilleta:
Meeting in room tions for the improvement of the
S-210..8 p m KoclachrOme slides to system after the inspection is com-pleted. It Is made up -of- faculty
be shown.
of various colleges throughout the
Alpha Gamma: Meets in room
state and of members of the State
A-1, 7:30 p.m.
Department of Education.
Torch and Sword: Meeting in
B-63,1:30 p.m.
Freshman Group One: Entertainment committee meeting in
Mr. Luick’s office, 159A, 11:30
p.m.
Among English courses to be
Frosh Group Three: Meets in
given next quarter will be English
room S-112, 3:30 p.m.
International Relation% Club: 130, one unit, a study of Poe to
Meeting in room 7 at 3:30 p.m. be taught by Dr. Raymond Barry.
Milton, English 143, three units,
Those attending Regional conferwill be taught by Dr. Harold Milence bring $2.50.
ler. English 117, Browning, will
Senior Class Executives: Meet be taught by Dr. Esther Shephard.
today, 2:30 p.m. in Student Union. English 146, Age of Swift and
Orientation of officers.
Pope, will have Mr. 0, C. Williams
Tau Delta Phi: Meets at Hotel as instructor.
A lower division course, English
De Anza tomorrow, 8 p.m.
78, Introduction to Shakespeare,
Industrial Art Majors: IA mawill also be offered, according to
jors and minors planning for stuMrs. Bobbie Waddington, secredent teaching in winter or spring
tary to the English department.
quarter, meet in room H-49 tomorrow, 4 p.m.

1

More Courses Put
On English Sked

Pi Nei Sigmas Meeting in B-72,
12:30 p.m. Pre-nursing students
invited.

Spartan Daily

GOETHE’S ’FAUST’
STARTS NOV. 10
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RAVIOLI and SPAGHETTI
DINNERS

GET ACQUAINTED WITH OUlt
SERVICE FOR A QUICK, ECONOMICAL LUNCH.

Hot Food To Take Out

_SanioteBalunch

CYpress 4.5045

175 San Augustine
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library were using their own texts;
the other half were using library
facilities.
Those using their own books
were mostly of the opinion that
they could study’ as well in a class
or study roomif it were quiet.
Most were unhappy about library
noises. ’
Several suggestions about secnrAll seilors. who have appointments toiave pictures taken at ing additional study space were
the Angelo Butera studios for the advanced by those polled.
1950 La Torre are requested to
1. Post lists of hours when
wear ties and white shirts. If sen- roolns are free in barrackt
and
iors will comply it will greatly fa- other buildings.
cilitate matters at the studio.
All signups have been completed
2. Built a second floor in the
and there will be no opportunities Reserve Book room.
for late registration except for
3. Put roof over library arch.
those in teacher training, intern4. Use room L210.,
ship, etc., who have until the last
of November to make appoint 5. Place tables in halls on secmends and have their pictures
ond
floor of Science building and
taken.
Speech building.
Again, for those having their
6. Use basement of Science
pictures taken, the place is the
Angelo Butera studios at 80 E. building.
,
San Fernando street.
7. Put more tables in the Edu-

Uniform of Day
For Senior Pies Is
White Shirts, Ties

-

DOWNSTAIRS

Banquet Rooms

DAILY

The question of how to ’handle overcrowding and the kindred
troubles now besetting SJSC’s library was the subject of a recent
survey. About 800 students questioned turned in replies.
Findings showed that approximately half the students using the

Announcements

Sophomore t’ouncil: Meets
Morris Dailey auditorium,

SPARTAN

Students Want More Study
Space, List Possibilities

American College Women
Stress Value of Education

re
.t of
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on San Antonio SA,

GOLFERS!

SJS %Amu r c or get a complete
sit of golf clubs for only $5.63
per month. No money downl Take
10 to 12 months to pay.
I Spalding Bag
2 Tommy Armour Woods
6 Byron Nelsc s Imes
1 Putter
NANNY GOULART, Pro.
Jerry Simunovich, Campus Rep.

HillviewGoNCourse
TULLY ROAD

CV 5-11550

cation room.

Students See
Livestock Show
By Harry Britton
Radical changes will hit Midwest ho farms ver soon Mr.
Rocci Pisan, assistant biology
professor, predicts. Approximately
50 sfudents of Mr. Pisano’s animal
husbandry class viewed the results
of new experiments in hog breeding during the Grand National
Lirestock Show and Rodeo at the
Cow Palace Saturday,
In 1933 the hog export market
dropped as England began to shift
to Danjsh markets for pork. The
United States Department of Agriculture brought several top LandraCe hogs to this country and began experiment’s in crossbreeding.
Object of the experiments was an
animal with one-and-a -half to oneand three-rjuartui iii,lres-ot-fht. On exhibit at the Grand National were two hog carcasses, one of
the old type. and one the new
cross-breed, reported Mr. Pisan.
About ten per cent more pork for
the same amount of feed is the
chief result. The 60-40 ratio of byproducts to meat drops. Most of
the gain is in choice cuts of meat.
-Geraldine- Bean,._a_ former student of Mr. Pisano, won 1.-0-18
blue ribbons for her Brown Swiss
milk cows. In addition, the class
saw the rodeo, horse show, trained
horses dancing waltzes and some
of the best examples of livestock
in this country.

Registrar Sets
New Filing Date
New deadline for filing applications for admission to San Jose
State college is Nov. 15, Registrar
Viola Palmer said yesterday, The
old deadline was bec. 1.
Miss Palmer explained that the
deadline was moved up in an attempt to curb enrollment in accordance to the state’s request.

General usagestions for helping
library functions included, placing
reserved books for Education
courses in the Education room,
and greater use of study tables in
book stacks.

Prof Will Give
First-hand Info
On Donner Pass
Tri Beta will meet tonitlit at
7:45 in room S-210 to heat’ Di’.
James P. Heath describe the natural history of the Donner’ Pass
area. All students interested in
biological sciences are invited to
attend -the evening gathering, according to Vic Stotthler, organjzalion representative.
During the summer ’ D. Heath
spent ten weeks in and near SI;gar
Bowl lodge as an instruc r at Ord
Audubon Nature camp. ’His. talk
will be illustrated with slider; rnruil
from photographs of the area. Mn,
John obP. Hatville and two SJS
graduates also taught at the summer school.
Refreshments will be served .at
the meeting.

Archie’s
for

Steaks
545 SOUTH SECOND ST.

SPORTSMEN!

Good Foods

DONUTS
and
COFFEE
15
SPARTAN
DONUT SHOP
-

125 S. Fgurth

sniped

We Preserve Game
handling of your ducks
For
and other game, bring them to
Western Cold Storage. We have
had lots of experience preserving
game for sportsmen.

Student & Faculty Rates
Our freezing cold storage lockers
(only $5.00 per year to students and
faculty) WO buitt to hold gam. as
well as those delicious beef steaks
and pork chops that we can sell to
you at wholesale prices.

WESTERN

pold Storage Co.

40 N. FOURTH

CYpress 2.8992

- Angl

7"14811811M
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DG Members Reveal Dates
Of N uptials, Engagements
Delta Gamma sorority members engineering. He is affiliated with
heard romantic news recently A1’0 fraternity. He has a position
about several members, who re- with P.C. and E. in Oakland.
vealed their engagements or told
of their marriages.
Miss._ Nancy ’Talbot and Jack
Loomis exchanged vows his sumMiss Nan Hartley passed a five - mer in San Luis Obispo at the
pound box of candy to tell the Presbyterian church.
The Misses Helen Tummonds,
news of her engagement to Bob
Pat Griffin, and Phoebe Davidson
Weusthoff recently.
The future Mrs. Weusthoff is of San Jose were honor attenda junior at San Jose State eol- ants.
The new Mrs. LoomilPwas gradlege and is working for her General. Elementary credential. She uated from San Joie State last
spring with a
credential. She
lives in Palo Alto.
Weusthoff is a Physical Educa- teaches in Arroyo Grande, Calif.
The bride is a member of Delta
tion major and plans to graduate
in June, 1950. He is affiliated with Gamma sorority.
Phi Epsilon Kappa fraternity.

Talbot-Loomis

Hartley-Weusthoff

K.p.

Davis-Gere
. ,

Davis-Lucas
Wcdding bells will chime in
March for Miss Betty Davis and
Kenneth Lucas.
Miss Davis revealed betrothal
news to her Delta Gamma sisters
recently.
The future bride is a senior on
campus and is a General Elementary student. She plans to graduate in blare&
Lucas was graduated from
Cal Poly with a BS in electrical

Chi 0’s initiate . .
SJS Boxing Coach
mega sorority, 435- S.
Chi
Sixth s
t, ’celebrated’ the first
birthday o their sorority Dad and
Grandad and initiated Mr. Dewitt A. Portal as uncle Thursday.
One year ago Dr. G. A. McCallum and Dr. John Shepherd were
Initiated into the Fraternal Order
of Fathers of the Iota Del t a
chapter of Chi Omega.
Symbol of this order is a pin in
the shape of a diaper to be worn
one week .following the inialion.
Barbara Watts, Betty., Shauer,
and Pat Peck wen. in charge of
the ceremony arrangements.
The Chi Os have planned a series of faculty dinners for the year.
Th’b first dinner was held when
Dr. and Mrs. T. W. McQuarrie
were entertained at the sorority
house. Dr. McQuarrie gave some
interesting facts about past events
and future developments of San
Jose State college.

September wedding rites united
Miss Shirley Davis and Ray Gere
In a formal ceremony In Pasta
Robles.
Members of the Wedding party
Madeline Howes, Mary Twist
were RayBetton, best man, Mary
Martin, and Joyce Rowe, all from and Carol Cohen were initiated
Into the Gamma Eta chapter of
San Jose State.
The former Miss Davis is a Delta Gamma sorority Saturday
General Elementary ma Jo r and in the Chapter house, Eighth and
Is affiliated with Delta Gamins. Reed streets, according to June
’Gel* is working for his secon- Weir, publicity chairman.
AJetta Kellogg, chapter presidary credential in English.
dent, performed the rites. Other
members eMelitting were Janet
Glacomassi, Dolores ’Arnold. June
Machado, and Joan Beeler.
Members were entertained at
a luncheon given by the Advisory
Board of the Alumni of Delta
Gamma earlier in’ the day.
In a lavendar satin dress and held
Alums Who helped with the
a bouquet of talisman roses The luncheon were Mesdames D. R.
bridesmaids wore apple green Martin, A. Davenport, T. A.
satin and carried yellow roses. . Wright, Lee Cox. and the Misses
Crumbs.
and
Marylou
Hotel Sainte Claire provided the Mabel
Montgomery.
setting for the reception fete
which followed the service. The
bride’s mother greeted guests
while gowned in forest green with
brown accessories and an orchid
corsage. The benedict’s mother
Sigma Gamma Omega fraterwas dressed in royal blue with nity pinned nine new pledges at
corsage.
gray trim and an orchid
a meeting in the chapter house
Both Mr. and Mrs. Reding are recently, according to Carl Ferattending San Jose State college. nandes; publicity chairman
The bridegroom is a Phi Lambda
Those receiving SGO pledge
Epsilon fraternity member.
pins are Bill -Adams,. Gene Briere,
The couple honeymooned in Earl Foss, Bill Hurst, Dick Lane.
Southern California.
Perry Linder, Don Millard, Dick
Strain, and Daryle Webb.
Tommy Thomason will serve
as pledgemaster this quarter. He
will be assisted by George Perazo.
Delta Sigma Gamma fraternity
conducted pledging ceremonies at
its chapter house recently, according to James Shouse, publicity
chairman.
DSC Pledges are Jim Smith,
Chi Omega sorority staged an
Robert Scott, Robert Frederick, initiation of seven new members
Al Thomas, George H. Potter, Saturday at their house at 435 S.
Dale Brown, Walt Mueller, R. D. Sixth street.
Booher, Don Brit t ingham, Bob
The girls were initiated and
Murphy, William B. Moore Jr., honored at a luncheon following
Richard D. Jones, Larry Rice, the ceremonies.
and Charles Hodgdon.
Girls initiated were Lorraine
Mr. Norman Dollof of the Leonetti, San Martin; Maxine
Science department was initiated Foster, San Jose; Billie Presser,
as DSG faculty advisor in a for- Sebastopol; Lois Williams, Albany; Marilyn Wilson, Salinas;
mal ceremony recently.
Charles D. Bedden, Michael E. Janice Wolff, Palo Alto, and ShirBarchi, and Clyde C. Zirbel were ley Young, Albany.
Officers of the Fraternity are
algo granted fraternal memberBetty Taylor, president; Pat Baship in the rites.
ker, vice president; Dorothy Pederson, secretary;
Melba Sills.
Treasurer; and Betty Shauer,
pledge captain.

Alumni Entertain
Delta Gamma

Donble-Ring Cere*ii-iy. Unites
J. Reding and Dorothy Britton
and
Britton
Dorothy
Miss
James J. Reding were married
in St. Patrick’s church at a
b e:-ring. ceremony recently.
IL Britton walked to
gladioli-decorated altar
*tile
wlthattis daughter. They were preceded. by Miss Gertrude Britton,
Agtfr -of honor, and the -Misses
*Sue Britton. Maralyn Simpson,
and Joy Uhler, bridesmaids. The
Misses Britton are sisters of
the bride.
The Rev. George Schirle officiated at the ceremony.
Patrick Reding stood with his
brother as best man. Ralph Brit-kin brether of the bride, Thomas
Lopes, and John O’Donnell, fraternity brothers of the benedict,
served as ushers.
The bride was attired in an
Ivory satin costume with a lace
yoke and full skirt that elided in
a train. She held a white orchid
with streamers of baby orchids
on a white satin prayer book.
- The maid of honor appeared

Gamma Phi Beta
Initiates Seven

SGO Fraternity Honors
Eleven New Neophytes

DSG’s Pledge 14

Chi Omegas Initiate
Seven New Members

The local Beta , Theta chapter
of Gamma Phi’ Beta initiated
seven new members recently.
Adding their ’names to the active chapter list are Mary Andritsas. Tracy; Barbara Barr, San
Leandro; Sue Gilespie, Redwood
City; Kay Blennerhasit Smith,
San Marino; Barbara Graves, Palo
Alto; Beth Lennon, Sacramento,
and Jean Tainplin. Palo Alto.
Gamma Phi Beta will celebrate
its Founder’s Day, Nov. 11. The
group was founded at Syracuse
university, Syracuse, New York,
1874,
The national group boasts a
total of 56 Greek letter chapters
housemothers
and
Delegates
throughout the, United States,
from 10 on-campus Panhellenic
Canada and Hawaii.
sororities were guests at Sigma
Kappa’s tea honoring their housemother Sunday. Nov. 6, at the
street.
The fall quarter pledge class chapter house, 168 S. 11th
Mrs. F. A. Irick, beginning her
of Phi Sigma Kappa include Dick
Schefsky.
Donnie
Gale,
Jack second year as housemother for
Quirk, Dick Schofield, Bob In- the Beta Rho chapter, met ovey
felice, Roger. Dean, Ted Ropolo, 50 guests at the affair.
Logan Lansbury. Fred Duval,
Before coming to California,
Jack Doty, Spruel Humphrey, Mrs. Irick served 10 years as the
traffic Caonino, Ken Black, Dick Theta Tau Alpha housemother at
Mancuso, Andy Hardin, John Mc- the University of Miami and the
University of Florida.
Sweeney, and Bill Wiley.

Sigma Kappas Honor
Hmisemot her at Tea

PSKs Hang Pledge Pins

’

HAIRCUTS 9.00
HUMIDOR
BARBER SHOP

339 South First Street
(Across floe street from Seers)

Campus Columnists Cover
Colorful College Capers
Miss Alma Valencia. San Jose bride last summer at St. Joseph’s
State college graduate, became church.
Former Delta Theta Omega
Dave Brown, president of the frat man George Hooton and Miss
campus ski club, 1L planning lit Pauline Bales were married in a
November ski jaunt with several formal summer wedding.
friends. Included in this frosty
fracas will. be Mat Brazil, Allan
Jay Dexter Griebel, President
Jones, Chuck Stodard, Flo’ Nees, of Kappa Sigma Kappa fraterAlthia Floyd and Yvonne FanfIlle. nily, was elected vice-president
Destinations Squaw Valley on of a national conclave at St. Louis
Donner Summit just five miles last summer, according to Rick
from Lake Tahoe.
Schuman, publicity director.

Pormer Spartan Eugene Rose
Dwight Bente!, head of the
took Miss Tina Caccamo as his journalism department, was host
to a large group of California
state college Business Managers
when they visited San Jose State
college Friday. Oct. 28.

21 New Aspirants
Pledge Theta Chi

Theta Chi fraternity- pinned 21
pledges in special rites at the
chapter house recently, according
to Ray Yonce, pledgemaster.
Those pledging Theta Chi this
quarter are Bob Bash, ,Fred
Brown Dick Garcia. Don Curry,
Dick Chappell, Dean Clemmer,
Bob Edmonds, Bob Jones, Herb
Lister ,Bill Lane, Ed Lewis, and
Bob Miller.
Others who made Theta Chi
their choice are Jim Grant, Don
McKee, Wes Mathews, Bob Melbit, Doug O’Connor, Boyd Porch,
Warren Storm, Paul Smith, and
Earl Trumbull, who was elected
pledge captain.

DZs Appoint New
Sorority Officers
Newly appointed members to
the official roster of Delta Zeta
have taken their posts under the
direction of Adele Thompson,
Gamma Lambda chapter president. Appointments took place at
regular Monday night meet ing at the chapter house, 64 S.
Tenth street.
Barbara Stout is the new ways
and means chairman. Delegated
to assist Treasurer Barbara Hugo
is Mary Anne Coppini. New addition to the finance committee is
Teddy .Bulman. Helen Calder wood has taken over the duties
of parliamentarian for the sorority replacing Glenna Shaw.

CHATTERTON BAKERY
221 S. 2nd

Opposite Y.W.C.A.

CV 4-3717

Donald Clark, San Jose State
kellege senior took Miss Shirlee
Louise Tracy for his wife during
the summer. Don is affiliated with
Phi Sigma Kappa and Eta Ma
Phi. The new Mrs. Clark was
formerly from Mountain View.
Delta Sigma Gamma celebrated
homecoming with their alums at
Lou’s Village recently, Dr. and
Mrs. Earl Campbell. were among
the 50 members present.
The Daily staff met recently
before the COP for a pre-game
intellectual conversational’ period.
Al Williamson feature editor, instigated the event.
El Mosher, Bay Jones, and Bob
King represented the San Jose
chapter ef Delta Upsilon at their
national convention at WI a m I,
Ohio, during the summer months.
Bud Eagen entertained guests
at his S. Eighth street home following the COP gam. About 30
guests were present to -honor several of the San Jose State college
team.
Delta Sigma Gamma fraternity.
held its first alumni homecoming
party In the chapter house following the COP game. Over 175
brothers, alums, and their date.
were entertained.
Moe Hess, COP student hod
president, stayed at the Theta
Chi fraternity _house over homecoming week -end.

AAUP to Meet
San Jose chapter of the American Association of University
Professors will hold a meeting tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in room
H-27.
A speech by Dean James C. DP
VOSS entitled "What is A Dean of
Professional Education?" will open
the meeting.
Any interested faculty member
is invited to attend the meeting.

Special

TIME

the STUDENT
Supply, Book & Gift Shop
70 E. San Fernando

CV 4-1530

"Ma’s Fixit Shop"
"HIS"

Clothing "HERS"
Alterations

At Reasonable Prices

LIFE

MAKE WONDERFUL
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

4044.444.6
$5.40 under the
20c-a -copy newsstand price
$1-75 under the
regular I-yeer
subscription price
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SALE ON BOOKS
BOOKS from $1 to $1.75
BOOKS from $2 to $4

College
Rates

whn you subscribe
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50c
75c
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COOKIES FROM CHATTERTON
You will like their freshness and good fasting flavors. Swell to hare in sorority. fraternity or boarding house as an emergency snack or just to munch.

-----

Mrs. Paul Reardon in Oakland
during summer vacation.

Enter your order today, through

"Known for Good Foods"
17 E. Santa Clara Street

SPARTAN SHOP
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’SAN DWG STATE COLLEGE "For Men 0*", the second
Associated Mon Students’ Fashion show, takes place today at noon
itt the Little Theater. Don Nuttall, A.M.S..prexy, and Jack Saucier,
Walker’s campus representative, announce, "Women will positively
be ousted. The show is strictly fo the boys."
Twenty-one campus wheels will
model a varied selection of clothes
from Walker’s Departnierit store.
The stytes will run from overcoats
to a 1950 model swim suit.
Fourteen door prizes will be
handed out. Twelve students will
win wearing apparel and two will
win two box seats apiece to the
1949 Icecycles. Every Man attendU. C. at DAVIS. Despite a
ing the show will receive a bookrapidly increasing enrollment, the
let entitled, "Can You Tie This?"
Davis campus remains the only
The booklet gives all the angles of
California campus to maintain
"tie etiquette."
the honor system. Under the diJack Saucier stated that the rection of the Welfare council and
show will receive coverage from the Student Body Vice President,
downtown and national press ag- Ronnie Cameron of Los Angeles,
enoles. To the best of his knowl- the Honor System is reported to
edge, no -other college has a fash- be more successful than ever.
ion show for.men.
Allowing no proctors or profes’ Education and entertainment sors in the classroom during exwill, be stressed throughout the amination, the students, accordshow. :nformation on new clothes, ing to their own system, leave
lines and current trends will help books at the front of the- room
guide the college student in se- and sit in every other seat. If any
lecting his wardrobe. In a short questions are asked in the class,
skit, "Fashionology 1A," Jack they are asked in a loud voice.
Saucier win comment on the colIf the professor needs to anslege boy’s point of view on clothes.
wer a question, he can usually he
Mr. Richard Thorpe, a downtown
found sitting outside the door. If
clothing buyer, will give the exanyone is seen violating the honor
pert’s viewpoint.
system, his name is reported to
"How to Ten Your Wife or a member of welfare council, the
Girl Friend What You Want for council being posted in every class
Christmas," is a comedy skit room and the student accused is
showing the bewildered male how tried by the Council. Students
to hint for desirable Yuletide may be expelled from school for
more than one offense.
gifts.

Aggie Students
Have No Profs
During Exams

Campanile Falling to Pieces;
May be Saved by Fund Prive
UNIVERSITY OF CAL:FORSather tower, better
NIA. known as the Campanile, may yet
save face. It yvijI if, these contingencies are met:
1. The $15,000 voted yesterday
by the state public works board
is put to good use. The funds
were appropiated for a study of
just how to put the tower back
together again.
2. Somebody comes across with
the $300,000 James H. Corley.
University comptroller, estimated
may be necessary to reface the
Campanile.
"Quite sizeable chunks" of facing are falling down, Corley, told
the board members, according
to Associated Press.

Assembly Speaker Sans. Collins of Fullerton, a board member, was in an economy mood.
"Couldn’t the pieces that are falling off be sold for souvenirs?"
he asked.
Told the tower was used as a
landmark. Collins asked if the
University couldn’t be located
without, it, the A.P. report yontinued.
Someone suggested that Collins
introduce a bill in the Legislature
to have thsc tower torn down.
"Just let it fall," Collins replied.
Then R. A. Weaver, University
engineer, testified that if the
Campanile is not reconditioned, it
will have to be razed.

U. of California Dean Defines
Ban on Intoxicatig Liquor
-UN:VERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.- Although there was an
outburst of concern over the antiliquor provisions of a University
directive on coni-ittA by members
of living groups, thcre is nothing
new in the rules sent out to living groups yesterday.
H. F. Stone, dean of students,
explained yesterday that the rules
were merely a codification of van’,
ous slightly differing regulations
on the four main campuses. of the
University.
The main concern of living
group members was over provisions banning liquor. Students
were reminded that state law prohibits serving of intoxicating liquors in the vicinity of a state university campus.
"Since the possessron of a bar
Is prima facie -evidence of intent
to violate the law," the regulations said, "no bar shall be installed or maintained in the residence or headquarters of any fraternity, society or other recognized student organization."
NATIONAL CAMPUS CLUB
IT’S A CLUB
We save rare old Jolla? bills.
Our Members keep their money
in barrels,

Job CAMINO.; Rash
To Cal Poly Vet
CAL POLY.
Doctor Roscoe
Balch, Cal Poly veterinarian, is
faced with a peculiar problem he is allergic to animal hair. He
likens his plight with that of
the non -swimming sailor on a
sinking ship,
Nonetheless, the doctor goes on
about his duties tending the animals in the various stock departments, and he always has time between itches and scratches for a
friendly "Hi Boy!" as he’ sprints
through El’ Corral.
But Doc often says how nice it
would be if some crops student
with hay fever would trade allergies with him.

SAN DIEGO STATE COLLEGE.A vastly changed San
San Diego State College of the
future, roUghly doubling in quantity the present buildings and
facilities on the 256-acre campus,
was described Saturday by Dr.
Walter R. Hepner. college president, in an address before the
second annual Alumni conference
on the campus.
Alumni attending the luncheon
session of the conference heard
Dr. Hepner make his first public
announcement of details of the recently revised master building
plan which will be followed in all
future developments on, the campus.
Pointing out that $2,400,000
have been appropriated by the
legislature for first units of new
construction, Dr. ilepner made no
prediction as to when the ambitious building plan will be aimpleted. The new plan, he said,
was prepared by state contract
architects and has just been approved by the state division of
architecture and the school planning division of the state department of education.

Santa Clara Will Have
}New Dorm Walsh Hall

room, suitably furnished to serve
the needs of the students,

Dimensions of the building are
170 feet by 50 feet. on the corner
of Santa Chita ’add Lafayette’
Streets, cornering on the site
where the old Castro home once
stood. The adjoining lots on Santa
Clara street have already been
cleared in anticipation of the new
structure.
To be known as the "James E.
Walsh Hall," gift of the late Mrs.
Delia Walsh, the projected building is intended to relieve the present pressure of the number of students who wish to live on campus. It is anticipated that upon
completion of the new hall, the
prewar policy of on
two men to
a room will be resumed.’

Excellent Food
Quiet Serviii
Congenial Atmosphere

BAKERSFIELD COLLEGE is
offering a major in petroleum
technology for students planning
to enter the industry locally, Director Grave Bird revealed recently.
John Van Osdel, who .was instructor before the war, will teach
petroleum_ technology 55A during
the present semester, which will
meet two hours per day five days
a week and will provide five
units of credit.
Candidates for the course, are
chosen by the instructor, and
should probably have had high
school chemistry, physics, and
geometry,

24 HOURS

HASTY TASTY

free Shoppe
40 E. Santa Clara Street’
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CALIFORNIA LOAN CO.
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Campus Scene

Bakersfield Offers
Petroleum Course

PEPPERDINE COLLEGE. -Would you like to have higher
grades? Do you study and still
get low grades on tests? If so,
you should go to the Study Procedures Clinic for help. The Clinic has been established entirely
for you and your problems.
:nformal discussions of problems in the area of study habits
and what might be done about
them will be included in the
meetings. Individual conferences
will be held with students to supplement group discussions. Dr.
Simpson, Mr. Derrizk, and Dr.
Hogan will be at the meetings to
advise those participating in the
Clinic.
Hours of the meetings and
procedures for insuring registration in the Clinic will be published
next week.
Students of foreign lands having language difficulties in reading and writing are urged to
attend.
This program provides an opportunity to improve silent reading,
concentration, and other
study procedures.

ST., SAN JOSE

5

the national

UNIVERSIry OF SANTA
CLARA. -James E. Walsh hall,
the newest building to be added
to the Santa Clara group of dormitory buildings, will soon’ be under. Way. This afternoon bids for
the new building were opened and
the contract will be awarded
shortly for construction.
It is planned that the new student dormitory will be ready for
occupancy for the fall semester
of 1950. There are to be accomodations for 114 students in the
three-story building.
Reception Rooms
On the main floor of the new
building there will be a lobby and
reception rooms for visitors. Included wfth the facilities there is
The plan, which will call for to be a service elevator. On each
an expenditure of many millions of the floors of’ the resident stuof dollars before the college plant dents there will be a recreation
eventually is completed, calls for
the reeeniereion of some present
buildings, the extension of others,
and the constructiOn of a great
many new buildings.

Pepperdine School
Has Study Clinic
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Dine- 4.,Ifste Inc
Lterelic e, Kan.

Meeting the gang to disruss a
qu4a date with the campus
queenor just killing time between classes the Dine -A’
Mite Inn at the University of
Kansas at Lawrence, Kansas is
one of the favorite places for a
rendezvous. At the Dine-A -Mite

an

Inn, as in college off-campus
haunts everywhere, a frosty
bottle of Coca-Cola is always
on hand for the pause that retrestlesCoke belongs.

boll;
Ask for it either way.
trade-marks mean Mg lame thing.

BOTTLED UNDIR AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY EY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF SAN JOSE

,CI...,

gooldlimann./.1.1.010.11FORIMWeal.,ra

Still Laying for that Big Time Victory

Losers to ’Big Ones,’ S
Hopes to Blast Aztecs
By GEORGE McDONALD
The Gold and White football team has completed three-quarters
of its schedule and but threcgames remain. Of the nine games played,
the Spartans have won five.
V(hile on the green-pea circuit before the season opened, Coach
Bill Hubbard contended that his team would not be as aood as the
San Jose squad of last year. Hubbard said that if the team "picked
up one or two of the big ones," he
nmild be satisfied. The games referred to by the Spartan mentor
were those against Stanford, Santa Clara, USF, COP and St.
Mary’s
The Spartins, generally speaking, quit cold when they could not
budge a very good Stanford team.

Schedule Mixed!
intra-nuural basketball games
1011441010d for the 14111 and lath
of this month have been changed, annotmeed Director of Intramural Activities Ted Mumby
yesterday. Consult the fiChelitill‘
In the Men’s gym for further details.

San

A GOOD DEAL!

The return of scooter Buddy Traina, pictured above, to the San
Jose State backfield brought pangs of joy to head coach Bill Hubbard’s Keiji’: Sfa7ting-leff halfback for the Spartans until he suffered a broken collarbone in the Santa Clara game, the scooter is
shown here just a few plays previous to his accident, running back
a Bronco punt. Gibby Mendonsa is running interference.
Aztecs have won four games.
Only .on Arians. injury has hit
the San Diego squad. Possible all(’(’AA ceng ...teaige Coleman
broke a arlioalder--tn the Loyola
game, and is out fbr the remalpder
of the year.
On the other hand, four Spar’tab dependlibles are on The injured
list. Jack Faulk,’ Bob Cheim. Silly
Wilson, and Al Cementina all may
miss the San Diego game. Co-captain Faulk is out for sure with a
broken hand.

Former Stater in Big "C"
Last Sunday in Berkeley the
Big "C" cross country meet lx)asted the running of one of San Jose
State’s own long distance runners,
Robert Menzies,
The Big "C", sponsored by the
Berkeley YMCA, -Was run on the
University of California cross
country course and was a distance
of six miles. Menzies covered the
six mile course in 38 minutes, 16
seconds to take third place honors.

PSK, SAE, Lead F rat Football
With inter-fraternity touch foot -1 but will resume next week,
ball league play not yet at the er permitting.
halfway point, Phi Sigma Kappa follow’
and Sigma Alpha Epsilon lead
"B" League
their respective leagues, with
W T L
clean slates.
2 0 0
PSK
.1 0 0
In the "B" league, the PSK’s DSG
0 0 1
TMS
have a 2-0 record, while the SAE’s
0 0 1
TX
are tied for first in the "A" lea0 0 1
LXA
gue with Delta Theta Omega and
All three teams
Kappa Alpha.
"A" League
hum. one victory .and no defeats,
1 0 0
SAE
bust the SAE squad leads in points
I 0 0
DTO
scored nith 21
1 0 0
KA
0 0 1
The teams have suspended play SGO
0 0 2
this week becausg of mid-terms, DU

Get

Your

AL ALDRIDGE’S
UNION STATION
4th & San Fernando

DELUXE
SANDWICH SHOP

Armstrong’s
Armstrong’s

Has
THIS IS ONE PLACE
YOU GET CLIPPED

the Latest Magazines

Armstrong’s

and like WI

Fills and

FRIENDLY, TALENTED
TONSORIAL ARTISTS

Delivers

Prescriptions

Armstrong’s
Is -the Heart of Campus Activity

PF PA
39 14
23 13
14 19
13 23
0
20

21
15
6
6
12

FOR THAT SPECIAL ’ALLURE

Reg. 10.00 Cold Wave
NOW 5.00

6
12
0
21
21

YOU’RE NEXT at the

Esquire Barbershop
36 W. SAN FERNANDO
San Jose’s Foremost Barbershop

ALLURE BEAUTY SALON
CLOSED TUESDAYS
CYpress 2-2547

Armstrong’s
1

10th & William

CY 2-5502

HERE THEY ARE!
CHROMED

SPOTLIGHTS
INNER

CONTROLLED
Sealed Beam, Positive
Grip Handle, Fingertip
Switch.

REG. ;15.95

FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY

131 E. William Street

MEAL TICKETS
Now $4.95

weath-

Corn plate
NCC Card at

Jose State’s -water polo team goes to Berkeley this afternoon
Pacific Cobst Conference, University of
California, at 430. The Bears pulled another upset last Saturday
morning when they downed the Olympic Club of San Francisco, II
to 3. The Clubbers had beaten the Blue and Gold team before, but a
fighting Bear crew led by Forward Bill Phillips gave UC a conSan Jose State: Hibner, goal;
vincing win.
Garrett, right back; Hanssen, cenAlthough Bear Coach George
Schroth thought that his team was ter back; Douglas, left back;
only average, the boys at Berkeley Haines, right forward; Keeler, cenhave come along to gain revenge ter forward; Biery, left forward.
wins over Stanford (tied by San
California: Lindquist, goal; FishJose, 3-3 and 9.9), COP, and now
over the Olympic Club.
Steiner, center
er, right back;
Men on the Olympic Club’s team back; Webster, left back: Cook,
are considered to be the finest right forward; Phillips, center forplayers in the area. San Jose State ward; Baldauf, left forward.
was drubbed by the club, 15-9.
So the Spartans will have to
dig to bring back a win. Coach
Charley Walker has concentrated
on passing this week. The SparSTARTS NOV. 10
tans have fast swimmers, several
excellent shots, and only have to
make an improvement On their
ball handling to he rated a Coast
water polo power.
WockIng. on- a. Watling streak of
FOR S.J.S. STUDENTS
three games, San Jose State has
ONLY
scoreit an average of 10.4 goals
in seven games. The opposition
Fine Wholesome Food
has a ELI goal average.
at Low Cost
Forward Norm Keeler, who unREGULAR
$5.50
til last Friday was .Icading score,
for the Spartans, was given a had
time at Cal Polly. ’He ghbdia
back in stride this afternoon.
George Haines has rammed in
27*goals, one more than has KeelBreakfast, Lunch, Dinner
er, to lead the team.
A preliminary game, played at
3:30, will feature the Frosh teams
of the two schools. Off compara232 S. FIRST STREET
tive scores, the SJS frosh are in
Next to Mission Theater
for a rough dunking. The Califor- 1’
nian Polocubs have rolled up nine
straight. Behind 5,2 with but three
minutes remaining down at Palo
Alto high, the Bear yearlings scored four times to preserve their
string. San Jose -freshmen have]
Flas-DelititTus Undies
lost twice to the Vikings.
Ffrobable starting lineups for the
varsity game:

the leaders of the

GOETHE’S ’FAUST’

4v4P.
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Bionco’..piayers

This year’s Turkey Trot promises to be bigger than any of those
in the past and the size of the first
prize turkey will not be outdone.
A list of entrants is now being
compiled by Coaches Walt Bealey
and Bud Winter.
Wrestlers John Jackson and Phil
Bray, the Spartan Daily sports
staff of John Romero, Ted Breeden, Wade Wilson and George McDonald, plus the cross country
team have already entered, and
the list is mounting. A special
"Clipper" team will be made up
by Jack (Lightning) Faulk, Art
(Speedy) Allen, Harley (Whirlwind) Dow, and anchor plan
Woody (Zephyr) Linn.
The big annual Turkey Trot will
start itElhe Men’s gym at noon,
Nov. 22still time to get In shape.

State Water Poloists
Meet California Today
to play

Things Didn’t Go Right
.Things didn’t work right against
a lightning-fast COP team. "Excellent Eddie" was bound to have
a good night against a San Jose
State squad.
A tired Spartan first string
pushed ahead of the USF Dons in
the fourth quarter. But rampaging 011ie Matson and a questionable decision to punt with "fourth
and five" in Don territory, robbed
San Jose of a possible win..
Playing their best game of the
year, the Spartans fought the Santa Clara Broncos to a standstill.
The Broncos are undoubtedly a
West Coast powerhouse. Although
having several fine chances in the
third quarter, the Spartans could
not rush over a cinching score. A
pun/ return by Marty Formic() put
the Broncos in front. Even then
Gene MenRs led the Staters into
Santa eTaraierritory. But time

Everybody in Turk
Trot, from Sports
Staff to Matmen
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Bears Ari:! Leading Pacific Coast
Conference, Are Gunning for SJS

"Little Train" Back on mehedule

walked to the
dressing morn with their arms
around the Spartans. The men
trom Szatta Clara knew that they
lad beep itLa game against a team
that., is. this laistitt, ttpqr,refused
Wi
io (left..
:40.0.16 Satiplif1 MOO dropped’
One ’remains, against
tu
iiae
forage. St. Mary’s
tits eon /eve games this year. The
’eels will went to win their final
contest:7.!
tate will give the
, San Diego
Spartans an excellent warm-up
this Saturday night down south.
Twice in the last three years, although not rafted a chance on paper, the Aztecs have put up tremendous’erro’rls. In each case, the
Spartans won by a single touchdown...
Aztecs Will Be Strong
There is no reason to believe
that San Dtego will fail to do the
same this year. San Jose is weekend by injuries this year. The Aztecs are strong. Losers to COP
(62-141 and Loyola (34-20), the

.

$995

AMERICAN AUTO SUPPLY
101 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

CYpress 4 - 0292

Here Are New Senior Class Officers
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Bids Now Being Made
For Annual Winterrnist
More than 1000 complimentary bids, are in the meking for 8:Witrtermist, San Jose State college’s annual ASB semi-formal affair.
Under the direction of the social affairs committee, the dance
will by held on Saturday, Dec. 3, at the Civic auditorium. The dance

Got Y our Ring?
No? It’s Found
Cheek your third finger left
hand and see if you’ve lost your
ring. If it isn’t there, check the
rest of your fingers, your ears,
and ph, yes, don’t forget your
90Me.

A woman’s ring of considerable value has been found, ac to Patricia Sefton of
the Spartati-Kpears;
If the owner will contact Mrs.
Sefton or the Spartan Spears
and Identify the ring, it will be
returned.

Women’s Ad Frat
Sells Cake Today

New senior class officers who
took over following recent elections are, left to right, Belmont Rbid, president; Patricia
W e ic h, treasurer; Kathleen
Dewey, vice-president; and Betty King, secretary.

Social Group
Gets Advisers

Gamma Alpha Chi, national
womens’ advertising fraternity,
will sell pieces of "Rocky-road"
cake today from 10:30 a.m. on, according to Mrs. Jackie Castner,
phesident. The sale will take place
outside the Journalism office.
Mrs. Castner urges all students
to take advantage of the sale, suggesting that they have cake with
their lunches.
The Journalism
PORTSMOUTH, England, Nov.
office is located on San Carlos 8- (UP)King George VI spotted
street, barracks 93.
an American sailor wearing an infantry combat badge during his
visit on the USS-Columbas today.

Dr.’ H. Murra), Clark of the
Science department is the new adviser to the social affairs committee, according to Duke Deras, who
introduced Dr. Clark and his assistant advisers at a recent meeting of the committee.
Miss Anna L. Loze of the Home
Economics depirtment and Mr.
Edward Cundiff of the department
of commerce are the assistant advisers.

’Army Better,’
Says Sailor
To King, Capt.

Grocery Chains:,
Limit Coffee Sales

WASHINGTON -- (UP) At
least two grocery chains and several independent stores here are
limiting purchaks of coffee. They
did so to stop heavy buying by
housewives who fear the price may
rise further.
The A & P stores said there "is
no rationing of coffee sales, but
store managers have been asked to
see that all customers get their
normal supply and purchases of
10 and 20 pounds are not allowed."
The District Grocery Stores,
Inc., imposed a limit of five pounds
to a customer.

Classified Ads
FOR RENT
ROOMS: With kitchen privileges. For three college girls. New
and modern, very reasonable.
Phone CY 4-6662.
NICE ROOM: For two men students. 357 S. 13th street.
ROOM: Two boys, kitchen privileges. $25 a month. 874 S. 10th
street, or CY 4-2736.
WANTED
COLLEGE MEN: One or two,
preferably with car to share home
with three ethers. Call or write
1038 Greenwood avenue.
GIRL: To share attractive and
conveniently located apartment
with graduate student. Call 5:30
p.m., Apt. 15, 340 S. Fourth street.
FOR SALE
PLYMOUTH COUPE: 1933,
good condition. $85, call CY 3-9629.
BABY BUGGY: Thayer, for sale
$10. See Mrs. Clark, apt. 24,
Spartan City.
CHEVROLET SEDA N: 1936,
excellent condition throughout.
One owner, good price. Phone CY
2-2092 after 5.

RENT A
110(441) - TYPEWRITER

SPECIAL e.tuDEECT SIO
;toot 3MONTHS

INNEDY
,AN

BUSINESS MACHINE’
kniaNDO

CY .

Quell
Assayers
Gold Rush Rumor

He asked the captain of the ship,
Capt. Epbraim Rankin McLean of
Cerro/ton, Miss. if the sailor had
been a soldier. McLean asked the
sailor, Seaman L. Z. Brown, 132
Pecos avenue, Modesto, Cal.
Brown said he had been in the
army six and a half years before
enlisting in the navy.
"Which do you like best?" the
King asked.
"The army, sir." said Brown.
The King laughed and told McLean:
"Ill bet that as soon as I’m ,off
the ship you send for him."
MeLean also laughed, but did
not take th e net.

BAKERSFIELD, Cal., Nov. 8 - (UP)A gold assaying office here
snuffed out Nrnors of a gold rush
in CastaicTr.-al., high in the foothills of the Coast range.
Hornkol laboratories reported
the yellow metal found in restauranteur Charles V. Allen’s well
was only brass.
Allen took the bright dust he
extracted from buckets of muck
in the. welt to the assayer’s office
this morning. While assayers tested the metal eight neighbors hastened to file mining claims.

GOETHE’S ’FAUST’

Surgeons Reveal
Backache Cure

Nellis Nedon and Hettly Browley head the bid committee. Other
chairmen include Police, Mary
Cahalan; Patrons, Ellen Christianson; Publicity, .Dot Littig; Dance
band, Stan Sadler and Duke Deras.
were halted until the shaft could
he shored up with planks.
The trapped men, both employes of the Jottn Rumsey Construction Co., were digging a horizontal
tunnel when the cave-in occurred.
The shaft leading to the tunnel
measures about 25 by 15 feet. The
tunnel was being dug for heat and
electricity conduits for various
buildings on the campus.

Want Good Food?
Mayfair has it!

EXCLUSIVE WITH US!

Melodic
Wedding Album
Open It. And Haar
Th Wsigislesig Mardi

FOR STATE STUDENTS ONLY

$5.50 Meal Tickets
for $5.00
Complete Brofilifast, Lanai’s, Dinners
Opsin 7 a.m. to 10 p.m

St ItiOS
P1101-05PAP14IC Ar:o EBY

MAYFAIR
RESTAURANT

1207 E. San+a-Clata CYprass 34201

159 SO. FIRST ST.

J. Paul Slieedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test

4=wa, I
DELICIOUS

RANCHBURGERS
HOT TAMALES
and

CHILI

ANDREE
DRIVE-IN
San Carlos and Almaden

TYPEWRITERS
for: rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
months $10.00Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy Payment Plan

UNDERWOOD

REMIN6TON

ROYAL

’to. MOO

G. A. BLANCHARD

SEATTLE
(UP)
A cave-in
today trapped two workmen at the
bottom of a 60-foot hole on the
University of Washington campus.
University officials said the men
were buried under sand, rock and
timbers.
very
little chance
"There’s
either of the men are alive," a doctor at the scene said.
The victims were identified as
James McNabb, Retsil, Wash., and
Ed L. Olson, Seattle.
A score of, fellow workers and
firemen began digging down to the
men but the walls of the hole continued to crumble. Rescue efforts

"This annual affair has always
been our most successful dance of
the year," stated Duke Deras,
head of the social affairs group.
e hope to - mit ke-it- evert-moresensational this year," he commented.

STARTS NOV. 10

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. .; UP)
A sew technique to strengthen
weak backs end cure severe backaches through grafting of "hone
crumbs" was described at the 14th
annual assembly of the International College of Surgeons today.
Dr. Roger’ Anderson, Seattle,
Wash., an orthopedic surgeon, said
use of bone crumbs for grafting
enables the patient to be "out of
bed within a week and walking
out of the hospital in two weeks
without the aid of a brace, cast or
crutches".
He said the crumbs are merle in
a "bone mill" which cuts the bones
up. so that the pieces have small
spikes which stick together, Much
as Burdock burrs can be stuck together. The crumbs are grafted
to the ailing part of the back.

CORONA

Washington U.
Cave-in Traps 2

band for the event has not been,
announced.
Unique decorations are being
planned by a sptcial committee
under the leadership of Juanita
Williams and Betty Rich. The
theme will center around a huge
transparent bell to be placed in
the center of the dance floor.
Couples will dance through tlvai.
bell, which will be laden with
mistletoe,

24 So. 2nd

St.

CYpress 34303

FOR A WHILII Sheedy’s life story was a pretty sad tail. People
rode him about his wild, unruly hair. And it wasn’t until his favorite filly gave him the gait that he decided to do something
about it. Me trotted down to the corner drug store and
bought a bottle of Wildroot Cream -Oil hair tonic. You should
see him nowt Non-alcoholic Wildroot containing Lanolin
keeps his hair neat and well-groomed all day long. No more
annoying dryness, no more loose, ugly dandruff.
Take a tip from Sheedy. If your sugar balks when you ask
for a date, you need Wildroot Cream-Oil right away. Get it
in bottles or tubes at your local drug or toilet goods counter.
And ask your barber for professional applications. You’ll be
a winner every time!
* of.327 Bisronsght Dr., Suyder, N. Y.
Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N.Y.

Science Society Inspects Exposition;
Dr. Naylor to Head Chemistry Group
Science department faculty members and student affiliates
of the Anurrican.Chemical Society journeyed to the Pacifi& Chemical
exposition Saturday in San Francisco.,
Exhibits by western chemical concerns, motion pictures, new books
and chemical equipment were prefor the crowds which heard Dr. Fred Sawyer, associate
pared
thronged the San Francisco Civic editor of the Chemistry and Engiauditorium.
neering News, point out the future
The department faculty mem- of chemistry in the 11 western
bers were Dr. Albert Schmoldt, states. Later the group toured the
Dr. Leslie A. McClaine, Dr. Ben- Stanford Research Institute laborjamin F. Naylor, Dr. H. Murray atories.
The PSACT is composed of
Clark, Dr. Bert M. Morris and Mr.
C. Walter Williams. They also at- members from California, Nevada,
tended the Friday afternoon pro- Utah, Arizona and New Mexico.
ceedings of the exposition.
Saturday morning the newly
created Pacific Southwest association of Chemistry Teachers convened and elected Dr. Naylor
chairman of the northern CaliMiss Doris K. Robinson, director
fornia section of the group. Dr. of placement for San Jose Statr
Morris WAS elected secretary- college began a tour of San Frantreasurer.
cisco and Bay area schools reDuring the day the teachers cently.
- -

Student Court Best News Pix to be Shown
Needs Info
An unusual display of 150 of the
best news photographs of the yvar,
as judged by the Missouri School
Tomorrow Is the deadline for of Journalism and the Encyclosubmissiori by on-campus organilidtannica, will be shown
zations of lists of members andui,m Nov. 15-30 in the college Iitheir ASH card numbers, accord-1111,u, Dwight Bentel, Journalism
ing to -the Student Court. The lists’idepartment head, announced reshould be placed in a sealed envelope addressed to ASH .Treasurpr.
Til.s.photos, results of the recent
Robert Seal and placed in the
afxth -annual neWs pictures of the
box in the Coop.
year contest, were chosen from
The Court has announced that
failure to turn in information on
time will mean that court proA PENNY SAVED
ceedings will be filed against
lating organizations.

Placement Chief
Tours SF Schools

"I PASS

GOETI1E’S ’FAUST’
STARTS NOV. 10
rNational Campus Club Members
Get
20% Off on Dry Cleaning
15% Off on Skis and
Equipment

nearly 2500 entries. The pictures
are divided into six classes: spot
news, sports, color, feature, picture
sequences and picture portfolios.
The sixth annual Missouri-Britannica news photo contest was
held to encourage news pictures as
a medium of communication. The
exhibit is being displayed in only
50 institutions throughout the
United States.
A PENNY EARNED

Golden West Dry Cleaners
Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
Close to Town
Close to College

EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
CYpress 2-1052
Main Plant
25-29 S. Third Street
225 E. William
231 Willow
24th and Santa Clara St.

1199 Franklin - Santa Clara
1740 Park A.e.
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen

THE WORD ALONG TO

pr

MY FANS AND FRIENDS...
CHESTERFIELDS ARE MILDER.
IT’S MY CIGARETTE!"

CO-STARRING IN

"SWORD IN THE DESERT"
A UNIVE.R6AL-IN1ERNATiONAL PICTURE

17,40re

IOW Lawn & Wan Town,

Afil.069/ TIejee Tailf

/N AMER/CA:SI COLLEGES
W/TN THE TOP MEN /N SPORTS
/ WITH THE HOLLYWOOD STARS

